Poly(A) mRNA is attached to insect ovarian microtubules in vivo in a nucleotide-sensitive manner.
In ovarioles of hemipteran insects, RNA passes from anteriorly positioned nurse cells to the chain of developing oocytes via extended nutritive tubes. These intercellular connections may reach several millimeters in length. Each nutritive tube is comprised of many thousands of parallel microtubules. We have extracted microtubule bundles from isolated nutritive tubes of Notonecta glauca and, using hybridization techniques, provide evidence of poly(A) mRNA attachment to microtubules in vivo. We also show this attachment to be nucleotide-sensitive, which is typical of a motor protein-mediated interaction. The pattern of nucleotide sensistivity is indicative of a kinesin motor mechanism. We provide evidence that a kinesin is present in the nutritive tube translocation channels and is a component of the mRNA/microtubule bundles isolated and extracted from them. Our findings are consistent with kinesin-driven transport of mRNA along the nutritive tube microtubules.